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ABSTRACT
Over time, IT projects face several risk that can lead to failures, like security ones. Thus, security risk management and risk management in general in a project is a major issue that the success of the project depends. The sources of security risk are varied in an IT project. Risks should be a comprehensive study by the IT project managers in order to prevent or stop their harmful effects. In this paper, a new approach based on the workflow mining and to manage security risks in an IT project is defined. It is based on the analysis of event logs associated to resources used in a project to identify and analyze security risks therein and therefore able to offer a solution to address them. As a result, patterns of identification and treatment of risks are proposed on the basis of a policy of risk management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most companies computerize their information systems; The aim is to automate various processes therein. Thus, many IT projects are emerging but still do not reach their destination due to their mismanagement. When risk are not properly controlled, it can derail projects. Yet it is not uncommon to see projects through to serious and costly failures (both from a technical point of view, a financial or commercial), a degradation or questioning of their main objectives (cost, time and quality), or their outright abandonment. The study "CHAOS - 2013" of Standish Group [1] shows that generally was 16.2% success rate, 52.7% over budget or late and 31.1% drop for a total of 83.8% failures. Faced with such a situation, it becomes necessary, indeed imperative, for those conducting various projects (managers, project managers, business managers, members of project teams ...), to better understand the potential risks associated with their project, to reflect on how to anticipate, analyze and control them better. In Cameroon the government commitment is to build an emerging country by 2035, the achievement of this objective requires the realization of major projects, which indicates the major issue of fluency and organization technical environment in which to implement projects and a perfect management of risks associated with them, hence the great importance of this study, axed on security risk.

Risk management is divided into 5 main stages, namely [2]: planning of risk management, risk identification, risk analysis, planning risk responses and finally monitoring and risk control. The planning phase of risk management appears to be of paramount importance because outputs the risk management plan (RMP) is the compass in the assessment, treatment, monitoring and risk management. Terms of risk management is even more important that consists of a basic element: risk response plan. It identifies the risks that may occur during the project and everyone associated with adequate treatment. Writing the plan risk response is naturally a challenge for risk management. Specifically, the current challenge is how to build the list of risks from an old project and can be used for risk assessment in future projects. [3]

Faced with the objective mentioned above, a risk management approach based on the workflow mining [4] to ensure the achievement of the objectives of a project is defined. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the literature on risk management and workflow mining. Section 3 presents the scientific concepts needed for this model, Section 4 presents the proposed method for risk management, section 5 concludes this work and presents different perspectives and future work.

2. STATE OF THE ART
This section presents a review of the literature in our various fields of study.

2.1 Risk management in IT projects
The risk [5]" is the effect of uncertainty on objectives." The risk is defined in [6]" as a measurable uncertainty" to mark the distinction between risk and uncertainty is immeasurable. Furthermore, the risk [7] is an uncertain event (or condition), if it occurs (if it is satisfied), has a positive or negative effect on project objectives particularly on time, cost, and quality. A risk may have one or more sources whose occurrence may have one or more impacts on the project. A literature review of more than a thousand Canadian organizations shows that the main reasons for failure of IT projects are inadequate risk management and poor project planning. [7] Risk management is a particular discipline that integrates knowledge from many other disciplines.

The generic definition of risk management [8] is the appreciation and reduce potential risks from their source or origin. Risk management [7] deals identify risks, understand, and develop a plan for responding to risks to minimize their effects. The process of risk management is described in six steps [9]:

1. The definition of objectives: review of the initial objectives of the project, refinement and description implicit objectives and constraints explicitly;
2. Identification: identification of potential project risks using various approaches;
3. Analysis: classifying risks, complete their scenarios, assess their effects, their likelihood estimate;
4. Planning and Control: select the most important risks, propose control actions;
5. **Control**: Implement control actions;
6. **Monitoring**: Monitor risk situations

In General, the process of risk management involves the following main steps:

1. Risk identification
2. Risk Analysis,
3. Planning risk,

### 2.2 Workflow mining

The goal of workflow mining is to extract information about processes thanks to event logs analysis. Every log considered contents events linked to a specific resource used in a workflow execution. The life cycle of workflow contains 4 phases: (1) The workflow conception that helps to build a model based on information to identify

The life cycle of a workflow is divided into four phases [23]:

1. **Workflow Design** (design phase) that allows the development of a model based on timely information and whose objective is to identify the different activities and constraints; (2) **Workflow Configuration** (the configuration phase) on the limitations and characteristics of workflow management system, taking into account certain objectives of the organization; (3) **Workflow Enactment** (the integration phase) which deals with the integration of new features in Workflow System under the new terms based on the strategy of the organization. In this phase the information system is aligned with the vision of the organization. And (4) **Workflow Diagnosis** (Phase diagnostic or evaluation), where data from the Workflow instances are analyzed. This analysis may lead to a new workflow or new elements for the design of a new Workflow, completing the life cycle of the old. Workflow Mining can therefore be important in risk management because it allows the development of what is actually done by constructing the corresponding to the actual situation or system status information in terms of execution of model activities (Workflow). The model is constructed on the basis of information obtained from the phase of implementation. Related data are stored in the logs of the information system. These logs keep track of all the events taking place there for future analysis that precede a decision. The workflow mining compares what actually happened to what has been previously defined. Monitor the activities taking place at runtime can also detect the differences between the model built in the analysis phase of the project and the actual activities recorded in the project. The use of workflow mining in this work is to show how models are designed workflow from the Workflow Event Logs (event log), but to make the identification of risks and their salaries from Event Logs while relying on the model of the project defined in the analysis phase of it.

### 2.3 Related work

In the literature, several approaches exist to identify and / or assess the risks [24, 25, 3, 26]. Wickboldt and al. [26] proposed a framework that uses data from the execution of processes for risk assessment. This framework uses the information risk activities already carried out in the project. Difficult to perceive a risk not yet appeared is a weakness of this approach. Jallow and al. [25] proposed a framework for identifying the risks of operational processes. However, the assessment of probabilities, the impacts associated with activities, risk derivatives is made by experts. It is best to avoid subjective opinions and observe such values of historical data for similar projects. Shareeful Islam [3] proposes a model for risk management based on the objectives of software development (GSRM) which explicitly incorporates the requirements engineering phase. This model allows for preventing, assessing, treating and monitoring the risk from the expression of the objectives thereof. The main limitations of this model are that it is unsuitable for large projects and does not take into account the specific context of the project. Van der Aalst and al. [24] proposes a method for risk management by the configuration of indicators. This method suffers mainly from its limitation in the single case study of the risks that can cause project delays.

Given these shortcomings, this paper proposes a workflow-based mining approach that ensures the achievement of project objectives (cost, quality, time), adapted to every project and taking into account the environment in which it s executes.

### 3. CONCEPTS

In this section, the major modeling concepts of risk management in a project are defined. The presentation of these concepts is given using the denotational semantics [27]. These concepts are largely derived from the modeling method ATSERO [4] and are certain continuity thereof.

#### 3.1 The task

A task is the atomic activity which cannot be divided into smaller tasks. Performing a task transforms the state of the environment in another. In this study, a task is formally considered as follows: `ts = (o: J, s (o) ≠ t (s) (o))`. When there is no ambiguity, a task will be represented by its name t, pre (t) and post (t) is the precondition and post conditions respectively. Based on the post condition of a task t and state s where s (post (t)) = true, assuming that ts = + post (t) U + post (t).

#### 3.2 Quality of service

Quality of Service QoS is rated service performance which determines the level of satisfaction provided to the beneficiaries of these services. The level of satisfaction is defined as the set of properties, criteria, characteristics and performance of services provided to customers. In addition, many jobs are done in this area, each defining a specific set of specific criteria to measure QoS. In the literature, there is still no consensus on the definition of a common set of criteria for evaluating QoS. The evaluation criteria are defined in terms of objectives and specific requirements of each organization. In this part of the work, the definition of an abstract model that provides the semantics of QoS is done.

QoS is defined by (cost, time, quality, Val, f, g, h) where cost is the financial cost of the project, within the assigned time period, as a magnitude scale from 0-20 describing the project, f defined function cost: ➔ val g defined function delay: ➔ val, h the function defined by quality: ➔ val.
3.3 Experience
Experience noted Exp can be defined by:

\[ \text{Exp} = (\text{NbAnnees}, \text{NbProjets}, \text{Diploma}) \]

Where NbAnnees is the number of years of work by the resource, NbProjets is the number of projects in which he participated and Diploma is the highest degree.

3.4 The resource
There are many types of agents participating in the execution of tasks in an information system. They perform tasks to complete certain missions which in turn add a dimension to the quality of service. A resource in an information system can be a human actor, equipment, function (program) or a given. A resource is formally defined by Ress = (Id, Exp, Log) where Id is a set identifier, Exp is experience; Log is the log file of the resource.

3.5 The event
An event noted Ev is modeled by Ev = (Id, Task, Res_used, Task_action, QoS_obtain) with id the identifier of the event, the executed task, Res_used the resource used for the execution of the task, Task_action the Action of the task, the quality of service QoS_obtain obtained after execution of the task.

3.6 The Log
The log or journal is the file containing all the events occurring in a project. Formally log = (Ev-set).

3.7 WorkFlow
A workflow is formally defined by (Task-set, Ress, QoS_obtain, f, g) where Task-set is a set of tasks, Ress is a set of resources, QoS_obtain is the quality of service obtained, the function f as Task \( \rightarrow \) Ress and g function as Task * Ress \( \rightarrow \) QoS_obtain

Définition 2:
QoS obtained (QoS_obtain) in a workflow is equal to the sum of qualities of service received from the workflow tasks. More formally, QoS_obtain = \( \sum \text{Ev}(\text{Qos_obtain}) \).

3.8 The risk
The risk [5] is defined as the uncertainty in achieving the objectives. Its formal definition Risk = <SR, NR; IdR; Vr; Dom; Csk; NIVR; Prio; Av; Resa; Resp> where SR is the set of risk sources (example: delay, lack of human resources, etc.), NR is the name of risk IdR is the identifier of risk, Vr is an integer that represents the likelihood of occurrence of this risk, Dom is the area of impact, Csk is the set of likely consequences in case of occurrence of the risk of identifying IdR, NIVR is an integer that represents the level of this risk, Prio is an integer that indicates the priority level of risk, Av is the set of opportunities that the risk is booking all expected by the process of managing this risk, Resp results is the set of responsibilities (resources) incurred by the risk.

3.9 Knowledge
Knowledge is a set of similar and usable information for action. It is generally resulting from the sum of knowledge and experience acquired over time. Knowledge can be formally defined by: = Know U log (Ress_i \* Exp).

3.10 The environment
The environment Env is formally defined by (Know-set, Task-set, Ress-set) where Know-set is a set of knowledge, task-set is a set of tasks and Ress-set is a set of resources that are responsible for the execution of all tasks.

3.11 The Project
Project [19] is a temporary exercise in order to create a product or a service or a single result effort. The temporary nature of projects implies a beginning and an end determined. The end is reached when the project objectives are met, or when the project is stopped because its objectives will not be achieved or may not be, or when the project is no longer useful. As part of this work, the project is considered a workflow with a threshold of acceptability (range defining criteria satisfiability objectives) and its formal definition is Pr = <Wf; SA; Env, f> where Wf is the workflow executed by the project, the SA threshold of acceptability and f: Wf \( \rightarrow \) SA.

NB: SA the acceptability threshold is defined by [QoSmin; QoSmax] with QoSminQoSmax and the quality of service expected and minimally and maximally respecting the following property: \( \forall q \text{ QoS} \leq \text{TkQoSmin} \leq q \text{ QoSmax} \) with the quality of service obtained after executing the task Tk.

Définition 3:
Both projects are "similar" if they have the same execution environment and the same acceptability threshold.

The following commutative diagram elucidates the interactions between the concepts mentioned above. Writing A \( \rightarrow \) B means that from an element A, we can obtain all the elements of B attached to it. The transitivity property is respected, that is to say, if A \( \rightarrow \) B and B \( \rightarrow \) C, then A \( \rightarrow \) C.

Figure 3: Commutative diagram of concepts

4. CONTRIBUTION TO RISK MANAGEMENT

In this section, the model of risk management in a proposed project is based on the workflow mining previously presented. The presentation of that model begins with a definition of political risk management, the normative model of the project, the descriptive model of the project. Then all the salient points of this model are solved.
4.1 Security Risk Management Policy

The management policy determines how to assign resources to tasks based on their quality of service associated (time, cost, and quality). Based on the problem of risk management, management policy is based on concepts that tasks, resource, quality of service, project workflow. The concept of task identifies all activities attributable to resources. The concept of resource is used to list all the resources likely to receive permission to perform a task. The concept of quality of service identifies the set of criteria satisfiability of performing a task, workflow concept is a set of tasks performed to produce a service, the concept of the project is a workflow which can be assigned an acceptability threshold. Based on these concepts, the Management Policy (RMP) can be defined as follows:

\[ QoS_{TR} = Task \rightarrow QoS \]
\[ QoS_{PR} = Pr \rightarrow QoS \]
\[ QoS_{Wf} = Wf \rightarrow QoS \]
\[ TASKRES = ReSS \rightarrow Task-set \]

4.2 Normative Model of the project

Pursuant to the management policy defined above and without any external action that violates it, the project model is that defined by project managers in the analysis phase and is normative model of the project. Formally, it can be defined as:

\[ Pr = <Pr; SRMP> \]

where IR is the set of identified risks, Tr is the set of treatments, a function g such that g: IR \rightarrow Tr.

4.3 Risk Identification Model

Risk identification is to identify all the risks that may affect the project and documenting their characteristics. In this work, the risk is considered to be the gap between the normative model and the descriptive model. Thus, the identification of risk IR model is defined as follows:

\[ IR = \log_{Pr}(ReSS_i) \]

SRMP.

4.4 Processing Model and risk response plan

The treatment is the action to take vis-à-vis a risk to minimize its impact in accordance with the policy set management. It is defined as: \[ Tr = <De; AcT> \] From where is the decision to treat or not that risk is AcT processing action stopped for this risk. The response plan is the risk element of the risk management plan that lists the risks, and risk associated with each treatment. Formally, it can be defined as PRR = \{IR; Tr;


